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PappaRoti Cafe 

"Mouthwatering Buns and Bread"

PappaRoti Cafe is located in Dubai Mall. It serves some of the best buns,

toppings and cakes. The main item it serves is bread. All its items have a

unique taste and texture. The buns itself have so many layers and every

layer has different ingredients. They also serve a list of beverages that are

fresh and refreshing. The buns are soft and melt inside your mouth giving

you a heavenly feeling. This place becomes crowded during festivals and

holidays.

 +971 505510425  www.papparoti.ae/papparotis-buns-

at-dubai-mall/

 Financial Centre Road, TDM 218, Level

1, Dubai Mall, Near Ice rink, Dubai

 by Rachel Park on Unsplash

on Unsplash   

Arabian Tea House 

"Breakfasts Outdoors"

What better way to begin the day than by breathing in some fresh air

beneath green trees and a blue sky. The Arabian Tea House formerly

known as the Basta Art Cafe is a casual and comfortable eating spot

across the Dubai Museum that offers a light breakfast of eggs, toast and

sandwiches coupled with some juice and the classic tea or coffee options.

The ultimate comfort food, this menu is good to provide a pleasant start to

one's day, while packing up the necessary nutrients. Take in the fine

ambiance of the place where everyone is relaxed, lingering over their

coffee or reading the newspaper. The service is a bit slow, so avoid

coming here if one is in a rush.

 +971 4 353 5071  branch01@arabianteahouse.com  Al Fahidi Street, Next to Dubai

Museum, Dubai

 by Pen Waggener   

Raw Coffee Company 

"Ethically Sourced Beans"

This charming boutique coffee roaster began supplying local Dubai

businesses with their organically sourced coffee in 2007. Today Raw

Coffee Company has expanded to become a popular coffee shop and

equipment supplier. Their brew bar is espresso based, featuring amazing

flavors and aromas concocted by experienced and well trained baristas.

The knowledgeable and friendly staff can also assist you in the coffee

buying process, offering samples and insider tips. Those interested in

starting a career in the coffee business can take barista training classes.

Lessons range from simple two hour sessions to a comprehensive five

hour course.

 +971 4 339 5474  rawcoffeecompany.com/  info@rawcoffee.ae  7A Street, Al Quoz 1, Dubai
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